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Preface
We need design perspectives and collaborations to
understand the complexity of food systems.

The world has set the target of delivering
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in
nine years by 2030, or speaking in food terms,
nine harvests. Reaching these goals is needed
more than ever, none more so than SDG2, which
sets out to achieve global zero hunger by 2030. In
2020 military and political conflicts, the Covid-19
pandemic and the impact of climate change
increased the prevalence of undernourishment
to around 9.9 percent of the global population.
This equates to an estimated 720 to 811
million malnourished people worldwide. The
transformation of food systems post the pandemic
can contribute towards the fight against poverty
and hunger by creating sustainable jobs, improved
access to food, as well as support for healthy
communities. Our food systems, local, regional and
global, are central to delivering this agenda.
For the wider public, the most prominent food
design projects have by proxy responded to
the urgency of hunger, while largely focussing
on futuristic explorations of taste and diets, i.e.
alternative food streams. A more challenging task
for design is to try and find creative ways in untying
the complexity of food systems and exposing
some of the unhealthy drivers underneath the
surface, by contributing to change. We don
't expect design to provide all the answers,
nonetheless we also recognise its importance
in understanding and putting collaborative
exploration into practice, to address the challenges
we face. Design has a significant role in offering
outsider perspectives to enable and trace local
knowledge, cultural and societal movements and
connecting them to specialists from the food
system.
The 2020-21 exhibition and research project,
'Countryside, the Future', by AMO/Rem Koolhaas
at the S.R. Guggenheim in New York, is widely
considered as a launch pad for further developing
and continuing the discussion on the relationship
between urban and rural environments.
Netherlands Food Partnership (NFP) connects
and supports initiatives to accelerate food systems
transformation in low and middle income countries
through its network of Dutch and international
actors, in support of the SDG2 agenda. While
applying the medium of design to food systems
transformation, NFP, Design Academy Eindhoven
(DAE), MANN Design and its network, teamed up
to develop the ‘Transforming Food Systems by
Design’ project. More than 130 Master students
worked creatively for a period of three months, with
input from a variety of international experts. Having
been provided with a substantive tutor briefing,
together with opportunities and moments for
reflection and exchange, the students were invited
to identify dilemmas and developments within the
context of SDG2, in a unique and critical way.
I have been extremely impressed by the
exceptional quality of the projects developed,
with concepts ranging from local to global, real to
speculative and low tech to high tech. After being
post-produced, the students’ work was showcased
in July 2021, during a UN Food Systems Pre
Summit side session. During which, professionals
from the world of design, food systems, research
and the private sector, together with the students
themselves, were invited to reflect on the project
and presentation. The project was then exhibited
at the Dutch Design Week in October 2021, to
create further awareness among a wider audience
about food systems challenges and the urgent
need for transformation.
Myrtille Danse, Executive director
Netherlands Food Partnership

METABOLIC
RIFTS,
METABOLIC
SHIFTS
Design studio by Gabriel Maher

The Marxist ecological theory of the
Metabolic Rift (1850s) was used a starting point
to understand the historical processes and power
relations that have configured the agricultural
food system to date. Linking to the ‘zero hunger’
objective of the Sustainable Development Goal 2,
there is currently a metabolic crisis inside bodies,
ranging from excess flows of nutrients in the
clogged arteries of heart disease, to the deficient
flows of nutrients in bodies that are malnourished.
This is a systemic issue and the metabolic
crisis makes clear that access and distribution
of energy inputs across different nutritional
landscapes vis-a-vis infrastructure produces
uneven bodies.
The metaphor of ‘metabolism’ became
central to the studio as a tool to think with and
through, because it situates the body and
embodied practices of food consumption at
the centre of research on environmental and
infrastructural scales. How can we think through
the body towards infrastructure? How are (our)
bodies produced and reproduced across the
infrastructural lines of the food system? Through
these questions, students began to consider how
bodies (including their own) are positioned and
organised along the supply chain. This allowed
them to unpack the interdependent practices and
processes of food system infrastructure from the
micro (individual) to the macro (transnational)
and discover the ways in which they (we) are
implicated in this system.

THE PLANTATION OF THE MIND
A diorama of the enchanted resilience that grows in
the cracks of toxic monocultures.

Extractive Arguments Inc.
Afonso de Matos
Maxime Benvenuto
Michelle Lai
Yassine Ben Abdalla
The plantation exploits and exhausts on
multiple planetary scales, from soil depletion
and ecosystem collapse, to dispossession and
disconnection from our lands, each other and food
sovereignty. This nexus of knowledge and power
was the starting point for research into pockets
of intimacy, meaning and enchantment between
humans and the environment that form despite the
sterilising pervasiveness of the plantationocene.
The Plantation of the Mind is a diorama showing
the interactions between four different fungi and
a plantation crop. It is narrated by a polyphony of
human and non-human voices, from the fringes
where life thrives to the deadened centre of the
bureaucratic, representing different geographical
and infrastructural scales. The work heralds the
oral traditions, beliefs and folklore that remain
resilient amid the prevailing monoculture.

THE CARDINAL SINS OF COOKING

Three films show how unconscious
shopping, cooking and eating habits
cause food waste.

Julian Gresham
Marina Menéndez-Pidal Trittin
Alex Werth
Thyrza Coenraad
The third step in the five steps to zero hunger
according to the United Nation’s World Food
Programme is to reduce food waste. The Cardinal
Sins of Cooking is the result of an inquiry into
how consumers’ internalized practices mirror the
perceived value of food and its (produced) waste.
An experimental research exercise of cooking
together without verbal communication, and
filming the whole process, was conducted. What
was most noticeable in the footage was not the
expected outcome of a shift in the social group
dynamic, but how the food, water and waste were
treated with such carelessness. Since these were
observed in a group, it is clear that these are not
isolated actions but societal trends. The triptych
of films is an invitation to be more mindful of these
actions while buying and cooking.

THE NETTLE STORY
An audio guide and installation
reconsider the meaning of a ‘weed’, on
multiple scales.

Anaelle Chaigne
Jonė Miškinytė
Lina von Jaruntowski
This story is a fabric that weaves together
times and spaces to question the patterns of our
systems at different scales, recognising weeds
as small players that can disrupt large systems.
Literally, but also metaphorically, weeds are the
stories and knowledge that remain on the margins.
From backyards and city streets to large scale
monocultures, these plants pose a threat because
they appear at the wrong time and in the wrong
place.
This particular story is about nettle. It begins with
the closest, most personal and intimate agent—
our bodies. Instead of approaching a complex
issue such as hunger and infrastructure on a larger
scale, this story looks at how by shifting our gaze,
an embodied local perspective, that considers
food more as a living agent, than a singular
quantifiable entity, can emerge.
Listen to the audio guide here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qs0J8R9K92I

MATTERS OF TRANSPARENCY
An investigation into the impact of
pesticides on bodily and planetary
metabolism.

Amalia Shem Tov
Gudrun Havsteen-Mikkelsen
Julia Urreaga Aizarna
Marie Dvorzak
support Rebekka Jochem
technical advice Jesse Howard
The uniformity of the pervasive
monoculture-based agriculture system belies
the complexity required to sustain it. Modern
cultivation methods to increase crop production
and rates are materialised through genetically
modified seeds that rely on chemicals. These
chemicals impact soil and crop quality, that in
turn impact human and non-human bodies. The
metabolic scale of this spans the planet. The
GMOs and toxic chemicals that are regulated in
the European Union, are exported and grown in the
Global South, and the crop then reimported.
Matters of Transparency investigates how this
planetary scale metabolic cycle is thwarted by
corporate opacity. The single plant presented here
demonstrates the impact of an opaque
monolithic system on the individual. It is a demand
for greater transparency in the economic and
metabolic loops that impact our bodies.

PERIODIC
TABLES

Design studio by Anastasia Kubrak
Hidden hungers. Hidden histories. Hidden
imbalances. Hidden gatekeepers. Today, the
growing interest in micronutrients has opened
a new playing field for the markets. Minerals,
vitamins and trace elements have filled our
supermarket shelves through countless products,
carrying a promise of unlimited optimization:
be that of our bodies, health, food products, or
entire agricultural systems. Yet, the scarcity of
microelements remains a drastic issue in many
countries, devastating populations through the
hidden hunger and depletion of natural resources.
While essential for the healthy functioning of
different systems, these elements—as well as
the industries that support them—remain largely
unknown.
From popular culture to propaganda, from
standards to labelling systems, this design
studio explored the social construction of
narratives around micronutrients. Together
the students uncovered the hidden life of six
elements across different scales: individual
metabolisms, the geopolitics of extraction, the
systems of regulation, and the distribution of
inequalities along the supply chain. Departing
from the iconic Periodic Table by Mendeleev, the
design studio sought to challenge the static and
quantified representation of chemical elements,
by proposing a series of alternative metrics that
acknowledge conflicting narratives, unstable
relationships and parallel histories of nutrition. In
the end, asking: who sets this table, and who gets
invited to take a seat?

ZN: ZINCCAPTURE
A speculative exploration of extreme
extractionism: mining the human body
for Zinc.

Ava Asaadi
Ayla Kekhia
Camille Guibaud
Today, mining is one of the most lucrative
industries in the world, and its efforts to become
more sustainable are negligible. The project
ZINCCAPTURE seeks to denounce the
irresponsible and gluttonous approach to the
mining of finite ore deposits that are vital to human
nutrition. It does so by providing a speculative
glimpse into a world that has run out of Zinc: the
year 2075 sits at an average of assessments for
the depletion of Zinc.
ZINCCAPTURE™ is a biological Zinc harnessing
company established in the Netherlands in 2025.
It provides services of Zinc acquisition through
the mining of human bodies—the last remaining
source of Zinc. Zinc becomes one of the most
coveted currencies, making the human body the
most valuable capital. It demonstrates humankind’s
colonial addiction pushed to an extreme: the
colonization of our own bodies.

CO: COBALT, BOTTLES, BLUE
VASE OF FLOWERS
A still life and audio guide narrate the
social impact of cobalt and vitamin B12
products.

Alessia Viggiano
Ana de Fontecha Hidalgo
Yeseul Kim
The heavy usage of vitamin B12 in Western
countries that leads to hyper-vitaminisation
collides with the paradoxical state of malnutrition
still embedded in developing countries. In order
to shed light on how the creation of needs shapes
society and the growth of the nutrient market, the
visual and historical research was conducted into
the ways in which Cobalt and B12, whose primary
substance is cobalt, are represented in advertising
and marketing.
The findings reveals a different understanding
of the capitalisation of bodies according to
geographical, social and political contexts.
Presented in a still life painting, the objects
depicted are chosen for their allegorical
symbolism. An audio guide explains the history and
background of the elements in the painting. The
paradoxical states of nutrient consumption and
imbalance, contrast the glamourous and opulent
style of the painting.

I: NATURAL IODINE
A visual installation questions the
economic cause and health effects of
iodine deficiency.

Joon Song
Josephine de Fijter
The micro-nutrient Iodine is of vital
importance for cognitive wellbeing and motor
system functioning in the human body. The longterm incorrect intake can have serious health
consequences for especially pregnant women,
children and vegetarians. Policymakers have a
hard time regulating the food industry for iodizing
food products, which would guarantee the right
amount of daily iodine intake. In contrast, seaweed
is a natural resource of iodine and could play this
role within our habitual consumption. Instead,
nuclear waste cycles pollute the iodine-based kelp
with chemicals.
Natural Iodine is a visual installation that questions
the economic causes and possible health
effects of the current situation. It raises questions
regarding how much value is given to the same
raw material when contextualised according to
economic, scientific or dietary purposes. The
project protests the mismanagement of seaweed
as a natural resource of iodine.

P: CONVEYING GEOPOLITICS OF
PHOSPHATE ROCK
The need for phosphorous obscures
human right violations and wasteful
agriculture.

Emma Theodórsdóttir
Johanna Gschwandtl
Neal Jordan
Phosphorus is a much needed mineral for
life on earth. It exists in the cells, bones and DNA of
all living things. In the human body, phosphorus is
essential for regulating the nervous system, energy
levels, PH balance and the heart. Phosphate,
the focus of this research project, contains 1
phosphorus atom and 4 oxygen atoms. About 95%
of all mined phosphate is used for high-intensity
and industrialised ways of growing crops. More
than one-third of the used phosphorus is wasted
through agriculture and sewage systems, making it
not reusable anymore.
A conveyor belt of information and policy
documents shows this information, as well as what
Western countries prefer to deny: an entanglement
of big corporates, human right violations, and
conflict between Western-Sahara and Morocco,
that control the supply of phosphate. About 70%
of the world’s phosphate reserves are in Morocco
and West-Sahara.

CL: POISONOUS PURIFICATION
A swimming pool and posters about
pesticides evokes Chlorine’s contrasts.

Atakan Gür
Eva Lotta Landskron
Chlorine is produced using rock salt, and is
abundantly used to purify water and to disinfect.
Chlorine is also used to produce some of the most
hazardous pesticides that are widely used—even
though their dangers are well-known. Pesticides
play a huge role in crop protection, and are the
most effective guarantee of food security. This is
one of the reasons pesticides won’t be obsolete
soon, even though they are harmful to the
environment and humans.
An installation contrasts positive memories
triggered by chlorine—represented by the
swimming—with warnings and research about
pesticides, portrayed on posters. The pool
symbolizes people swimming in chlorine, whereas
the posters talk about why people are dying in
chlorine. The contrast also evokes the hierarchy
between Global North and South, and the different
usage of pesticides.

MO: SCALES OF ACCESS
A conversation with farmers inhibited
by hygiene standards based on mass
production.

Hannah Kansy
Sebastian Quijada Link
Valentin Patis
According to the European
Hygienic Engineering and Design Group (EHEDG),
stainless steel is the most appropriate material
to come into contact with food. Depending on
the volatility of the food being produced more
specialized alloys of stainless steel are required
for the processing equipment. The element
Molybdenum is often added to produce these
fortified alloys. These guidelines are based
on mass production of food, and make it too
expensive for small-scale farmers to process
produce themselves.
A film and performance explores the impact that
regulatory bodies have in providing or barring
access to the tools and knowledge farmers
need to make a living. A pair of hands and a set
of domestic tools is shown to produce butter, but
the collaborative choreography steadily spins into
absurdity as the scene is inundated with countless
pages of guidelines that strive to regulate this very
action.

TERRITORIAL
NETWORKS
IN FOOD
PRODUCTION
Design studio by Martina Muzi

“The Internet already represents a vast
global library of information that can become
more easily available to rural and remote
residents of developing countries. Combining
existing resources with locally relevant and
culturally oriented information can increase
peoples’ understanding of their own issues and
contexts, and increase the rest of the world’s
understanding of people in developing countries.”
— Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations
An investigation into the relationship between
countryside and city, observed via the traces
of the internet’s infrastructure, serves as
starting point. The invisible internet that has an
influence on physical spaces can be searched
at many levels: from phone apps to giant online
platforms, from decentralised productive areas
to city proximities, from automatic farming to
manual labour, from connected territories to
disconnected workers, from breaking the system
to implementing technological control, from new
forms of colonisation to independent businesses,
from East to West.
How do internet infrastructures influence present
and future relationships between countryside
and city under the area of food production?
In other words how does the network change
food production, distribution and consumption?
At which scale can design investigate the
interconnections and the disruptions of
territories, workers and products?

COCOA—A BLURRY
METAMORPHOSIS
An uncanny gap is revealed by image
research into cocoa and its market.

Franziska Bax
Jian-da Huang
Nikola Scheibe
What does the density and type of internet
images of cocoa reveal about the constructed
narrative of the global market? The results of
visual research into the production, supply chain
and marketing of cocoa between the Ivory Coast
and Netherlands reveal not only a clear hierarchy
between working and consumer bodies, material
and commodity, and producing and consuming
countries. The results also reveal the absence of
visual material showing what happens between
these polarisations.
A representation of this opaque blurry
transformation in the supply chain has been
generated by feeding the visual material to an AI.
The action would seem neutral, logical, computer
generated, like the supply chain. Instead, the
result uncannily affects the lurking disquiet in the
intellectual categories that hierarchise the world.

BULLING
The abstraction of the automated dairy
industry is explored through a Tinderstyle app.

Rebekka Jochem
Niels Postma
Kathleen Berthus
The modern dairy industry in the
Netherlands is centered around fully automated
stables where the cows’ health and reproductive
cycles are monitored through motion sensors
and information collected in the milking robot.
Dairy cows have to be continuously kept pregnant
for them to produce the maximum amount of
milk possible. Farmers purchase bull semen to
inseminate their cows from online databases,
where they can make a selection based on
standardized criteria describing the animal’s
features relevant to breeding. The market around
bovine semen is busy, and some bulls are fathers
to over 10 000 calves a year.
Bulling introduces the idea of an online dating
app that uses a compatibility algorithm to match
cow and semen. While the project reimagines the
role of the farmer as the cupid of the herd, it also
emphasises the extreme abstraction of the mating
ritual of contemporary cows.

THE GREAT STANDARD
A parody of how the cosmetic
parameters of tomatoes create surplus,
waste and ideology.

Gaia D’arrigo
Janfer Chung
Stefano Fusani
Extra class, uniform, sound, colour and
shape. These are some of the official standards
imposed by the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe (UNECE) regarding the
cosmetic control and production of tomatoes.
These standards establish which vegetables go to
market, which become secondary products, and
which are discarded. Aesthetic standardization
also causes disconnection between perceived
food realities and the irregularities intrinsic to
nature—that is, rather than reflecting reality,
standards shape reality.
The Great Standard is an intentionally exaggerated
parody highlighting how aesthetic standards
create waste and imbalances between demand
and production, consumption and distribution. The
tomato is a lens for questioning the systems of
rigid categorisation and standardisation of not only
food products. It also points to the implications of
capitalist culture’s imposed aesthetic standards
and cosmetic parameters on ourselves and
everything in our world.

BE SAFE TV SHOW
Narrated through a television cooking
show, the chili pepper turns from food to
weapon.

Othmane Taki
Sohye Shin
Elsa Casanova I Sampé
Chili pepper is one of the most globalized
spices and a key ingredient in many cuisines
spread across the globe. Lately, a fascination with
the active component that gives pungency to this
crop (capsaicin) is growing considerably. However,
the interest is not only for its alimentary purposes
but for its uses in the pharmaceutical, cosmetic
and even weapon industries. These are all
industries with legacies of exploiting food crops for
other purposes, and thereby creating shortages.
Through the form of a TV show, the aim of this
project is showing the ongoing shift of value of this
global spice. Through the ongoing contact with
chili peppers while cooking, an unexpected kitchen
utensil gradually evolves from being a cooking tool
into a potential weapon. It is inspired by ancient
self-defense techniques.

THE PEOPLE WE NEED

‘The food we want is in the hands of
people. These are the voices we want to
hear.’

Aster Verrier
Margarida Sintra Coelho
Gonçalves
Inês De Lemos Pinheiro
The People We Need is a digital fanzine
about corporate capture in food and agriculture,
and the UN Food Systems Summit 2021. The
Summit scheduled for September 2021 is
presented as a ‘people’s summit’ and a ‘solutions
summit’, yet the summit’s plan, direction and
participants promote a profit-centered agenda that
puts corporations above people’s rights, smallscale farmers’ voices and climate justice.
The fanzine seeks to amplify the voices of those
excluded from the Summit and create a better
understanding of this corporate control. A
newsletter based on information from the People’s
Coalition on Food Sovereignty is made easily
accessible through a lightweight file that can
also be sent through text message. By making
the information more easily shared, people
can be more informed about how the summit’s
decisions not only affect small-scale producers but
consequently ourselves, the consumers.
Read it here
http://thepeopleweneed.xlv.works/
THE PEOPLE WE NEED // THE PEOPLE WE NEED // THE PEOPLE WE NEED // THE PEOPLE WE NEED // THE PEOPLE WE NEED // THE

THE WHOLE
EARTH CATALOG
REVISITED
Design studio by Frans Bevers and
Arthur Roeloffzen

“The Whole Earth Catalog was an
American counterculture magazine and product
catalog published by Stewart Brand several times
a year between 1968 and 1972, and occasionally
thereafter, until 1998. The magazine featured
essays and articles, but was primarily focused
on product reviews. The editorial focus was on
self-sufficiency, ecology, alternative education,
“do it yourself” (DIY), and holism, and featured
the slogan “access to tools”. While The Whole
Earth Catalog listed and reviewed a wide range
of products (clothing, books, tools, machines,
seeds, etc.), it did not sell any of the products
directly. Instead, the vendor’s contact information
was listed alongside the item and its review.”
— Wikipedia
Students were tasked with communicating
ideas, creating tools and presenting solutions as
designers who are concerned with contributing
to a world free of hunger. Using the Whole Earth
Catalog as communication they produced,
reviews, products, strategies, discussions, design
solutions and what more is needed to achieve this
goal. The Whole Earth Catalog had a glorious life
in the American (and worldwide) counterculture
in the late sixties and early seventies. The
interesting thing about this catalogue is that it
is idealistic and practical at the same time: the
communication of ideas and access to tools.

COCOA CATALOGUE
The Cocoa Catalogue is a website about
the world of cocoa and chocolate.

Camille Wiesel
Gianmarco Ciucciovè
Julia Pätzold
Lison Gueguen
Raphaëlle Treilles
The Cocoa Catalogue is an opportunity to
explore the world of cocoa through a non-linear
route. Recognising that hunger is a consequence
of the Western food system, the project embraces
the position of chocolate consumer in the location
of the Netherlands. It attempts to use the lens of
the cocoa crop to give insight into the opaque web
of food consumption that increases detachment
between food source to final consumer.
Five different narratives with five different
approaches unpack cocoa through various times,
locations and access points in order to diversify
the perception of cocoa and the individuals
involved. The different routes enable chocolate
consumers to relate to various realities of the food
supply chain, and introduce different flavours other
than the sweet typically associated with chocolate.
Cocoa Atlas

About

The taste of the trade route
Diving deeper into a single route of real individuals, rather then
statistics, the neccessary steps within the lifespan of cocoa
are accompanied by various foods and their preparation which
typically will be eaten by the people managing each step.
Narrating abstract fragments and untransparent legislations.
This is not a cookbook. This is a broader taste of chocolate.

←

FOOD COSMOS
How what we understand about hunger is
affected by information consumption
habits.

Anna Perugini
John Carrillo
Louisa Wolf
Pedro Lobo
website Rowan Kingston
The complexity of the global hunger
problem can be so overwhelming that we tend
to reach for digestible sound bites and linear
analyses that offer only a temporary handle on
the systemic issue. In other words, it is not only a
hunger problem, but a problem of knowledge and
communication tools.
The Food Cosmos explores how we talk about and
make sense of hunger by making the experience of
listening more visual and interactive, and drawing
attention to the sources. Six podcasts comprise
audio collages of interviews, advertisements, pop
culture videos, songs and sound effects drawn
from different perspectives and multiple voices.
The listener is given the agency to choose their
own navigation rather than rely on a single linear
authority, drawing attention to how these choices
affect understanding.
Have a listen www.thefoodcosmos.com

PEOPLE FOOD SYSTEMS
An invitation to consumers to play
with local ingredients to design
sustainable recipes.

Arian Norton
Clément Toumire
Julien Chaintreau
Juliette Vandermosten
Kaijie Wei
The Global North has created a market
that relies on a large variety of ingredients all
year round. This prioritization of the Global
North’s market causes unsustainable economic
and environmental imbalances in demand and
distribution, even though global food production
is said to be enough to feed every individual on
the planet. The planetary and systemic scale of
the issue can leave the individual designer and
consumer at a loss for action.
People Food Systems is an exploration into how
to play with food, recipes and seasonal grocery
shopping in a fun and tasty way. Popular recipes
such as maki and croquettes are deconstructed
to explore the environmental impact, and then
reconstructed using alternative ingredients. All
the findings are made conveniently engaging,
accessible and desirable using social media.
Follow the Instagram
@people.food.systems

SCALES OF
HUNGER
Design studio by Nadine Botha

Hunger is one of the baseline biological
and moral imperatives of humanity: denying
someone’s hunger is widely considered
inhumane. Yet we do — individually in our own
bodies, interpersonally to people in need, and
globally on socioeconomic and geopolitical
scales — and we tend to forget that hunger can
also be a position of power, when protesting
or fasting, for instance. Then what is hunger
exactly? This question can be answered on
multiple scales from microscopic scales of
biology and even quantum physics to macroscales of global environmental and geopolitical
infrastructure; from individual somatic,
psychological and phenomenological scales, to
collective scales of myth, memories and ways
of being together. Considering these multiple
scales of hunger points to the need to interrogate
hunger as the baseline of Mazlow’s pyramid:
does it in fact perpetuate a declassification of
people-in-need as being not-quite-human? What
do hungry people really need — are we sure it is
food?
Students began from an inquiry into the ethical
role and responsibilities of design and the
designer when working on projects that have
real-life repercussions. Rather than trying to
solve hunger, students were encouraged to use
education as a space of exception that allows
experimenting with radical prototypes for caring
ways of being hungry.

A SEAT AT THE TABLE
An archive, audio installation and
instructions to amplify demand for
reform of the UN.

Camila Capra Mesalles
Oshin Siao Bhatt
Vítor Ferreira Serra
technical advice Jesse Howard
The narrative put forward by the United
Nations about world hunger emphasizes the
need to give farmers, indigenous peoples and
academics a seat at the table. However, farmer
and peasant activist groups have stated that they
have in fact been left out of official meetings and
reports, which continue to promote a corporatised
hierarchical approach to food security.
A Seat at the Table is an audio installation based on
a growing archive of statements and testimonies
that have been put forward by these groups. The
archive provides information and resources for
those who do have access to the UN platforms
to use their position to amplify the voices and
knowledge of many of the groups that are left out
of the process.
The installation includes the voices of:
Azra Talat Sayeed — International Women’s
Alliance and People’s Coalition on Food
Sovereignty, Pakistan; Chennaiah Poguri — Asian
Peasant Coalition, India; Jonathan Roberts —
Detroit Food Policy Council, US; Roberto Nutlouis
— Black Mesa Water Coalition Arizona, US; Jiten
Yumnam — Indigenous Peoples Movement for
Self-Determination and Liberation, Philippines;
Samah Darwish — Union of Agriculture Workers
Committees, Palestine; Sarojeni Rengam Pesticide
Action Network Asia Pacific, Malaysia.

ECOSQUARED
Social media and film explore the
entanglement of economics and
ecosystems.

Elina Hadjinikola
Jaykishan Mistry
Damián Cehlárik
Ecosquared is an ongoing investigation of
the mutual enabling effect of aesthetics, cartesian
geometry and economic theories on the formation
of extractive approaches in agriculture, in particular
pollination. The project comments on the various
acts of corporate maximisation of extraction
for capital generation by comparing agricultural
land division and working capital of human and
nonhuman labour. Physiocrat economics (tableau
économique) enabled the ideas of the sublime,
the beautiful and the picturesque by using Locke’s
labour mixing theory.
Similarly, as an economic theory, ecosystem
services have also enabled an extractive mindset
to include pollinators as working capital, which
has given rise to the extractive nature of sterile
industries as a byproduct, such as honey and
beeswax. The investigation starts in mythology
and progresses towards the current environmental
emergency, and the threat pollinators face through
habitat loss, degradation, and fragmentation.
Discover more on Instagram @dae_ecosquared/

Scan the QR code
for Augmented reality

Tag us at
dae_eco2
and share your pollen
experience with us

‘THIS IS A SCHOOL PROJECT’
Design research into the
instrumentalization of ‘hunger’ as a
brand and educational opportunity.

Felix Bell
Te-Yen Hsu
Yesum Yoon
colours of hunger with

Nicholas Monro-Meares
Design research was conducted into
‘hunger’ as a brand that uses certain images,
colours, words and tropes to evoke specific
reactions. A short film shares the findings of how
appeal advertising’s portrayal of hunger turns
people into objects of spectacle that reinforce
racist stereotypes and geopolitical relations.
Colours of Hunger is another result, comprising
photos that dissolve into an anonymous sea
of green and brown. It was developed based
on over 6 000 images downloaded from the
United Nations Photo Digital Asset Management
System, using the UN’s food-related keywords —
agriculture, farm, rice, livestock, hunger and food
distribution.
Consequently turning the critique inward, through
a curatorial strategy for the final assessment,
‘This Is A School Project’ comprised guided
tours critiquing ‘hunger’ being instrumentalised
as an educational opportunity for students in an
exclusive design school.

CALAIS FOOD CRISIS
An installation denouncing how food
access is used to restrict people on the
French-UK border.

Emmie Massias
Emma Sfez
Nicholas Monro-Meares
The cities of Calais and Grande-Synthe in
the North of France, still host up to 1 500 people
inside informal camps spread across different
areas of the cities. In this grey area of the FrenchUK border, local law enforcement use food and
water deprivation as a strategy to deter the
creation of temporary settlements inhabited
by people in exile. COVID-19 crowd control and
hygiene regulations were used to justify the
banning of food distribution by local NGOs, and
resulted in the burning of fresh food, the seizing
of donated water tanks, and racial profiling and
identity checks at local supermarket entrances.
Based on research in collaboration with Human
Rights Observers, Calais Food Collective
and graphic designer Mathilda della Torre, an
installation seeks to denounce these practices,
and urge art and design institutions in France to
take action.

THE SOUPER KITCHEN
Foodbank Eindhoven needs to become
obsolete.

Jessica Jones
Ollee Means
Santiago Gómez Rojas
Hunger at all levels is a large problem linked
to poverty, politics and social factors. Seeking
to distill the ‘zero hunger’ brief down from this
abstract global to the more local level, The Souper
Kitchen collective asked: how to alleviate Dutch
hunger? Coming on the foodbank as a band
aid to the issue of hunger in The Netherlands,
field research with the Foodbank Eindhoven
showed that it is based on an outdated, inefficient,
perpetual cycle of giving.
As a result, they designed an open call, to
encourage diverse and great minds to look at the
problem together. Their plan is to take the results
of the open call to the individuals with agency over
the Dutch food system, perform trials and pilot
schemes, and have an alternative system to the
Dutch foodbank starting January 2022.

POSTCARDS
FROM THE
FUTURE

Design studio by Barend Koolhaas
and David Mulder van der Vegt

Postcards from the Future explores design
fiction as a catalyst of change. Throughout
modern history, design has been a powerful way to
speculate about possible futures. From the 1920s
constructivist images for a post-revolution Russia
to China’s engineering propaganda, and from
the radical design in 1960s Italy to Afrofuturism.
Regardless of scientific progress, it is often the
imagination of a possible future that creates
the leap of faith that drives modernization. This
narrative capacity of design was what was applied
to the UN Sustainable Development Goal of Zero
Hunger.
Students were asked to research different expert
scenarios for a world without hunger. From ideas
for reshaping food systems and dramatically
changing nutrition patterns, to proposals
for creating highly efficient large scale food
production in greenhouses or radically localising
food production and consumption. Students
critically reflected on these contested ideas and
took them as a starting point for a design scenario
that speculates on what the world would look
like if these ideas would be followed. Each week,
students produced a postcard emblematic for
that week’s work. Together, over eight weeks, the
postcards formed a compendium. By engaging,
(re)imagining and interrogating present narratives,
the studio sought to enable alternative paths to a
radically new future.

SUPERMARKETS
Narrative, performance and installation
brings to life a future small-scale farming
scenario.

Beatrice Maione
Clara Schweers
Fernand Bretillot
Gerardo Sandoval Osio
According to the FAO, family farming
provides 80% of the world’s food. However,
small-scale producers and farmers are the
most vulnerable to climate change and other
socioeconomic challenges. Therefore, for food
security, family farming needs to receive support.
In 2070 a radical food system in Eindhoven no
longer requires supermarkets. Small farmers
produce food locally, allowing citizens to pick or
receive food each week. This food system is not
without consequences. The diversity of the food
consumed is reduced to the food it is possible
to grow in each area. People change their habits
to consume seasonal products; some discover
the potential of foraging. New communities form
between farmers and consumers, who become
reconnected with what they consume and the time
it to grow.

PIXEL FARMING
Postcard series provides a manual for
growing food in every available space in
a city.

Shin Yang
Sean Fisher
Claudia Paredes Intriago
Who owns the seeds and, therefore, the
food? How can we reverse the ownership of the
food chain, allowing the citizens, the cities and
the world to have access to one universal farming
solution? The answer relies in reconceptualising
knowledge. Pixel Farming explores the possibility
of everyone being able to collectively grow food,
to bring the world to a zero-hunger future, by
imagining the landscape as a grid. On this grid,
every free plot of land is understood as a pixel that,
no matter how large or small, can be farmed. Food
could be everywhere.
A series of infographic postcards provide a manual
for small-scale pixel farms to take over urban and
domestic spaces in cities through collective action.
The postcards become small pixel plant pots that
can be placed in any small space with sunlight,
from a windowsill to a community garden.

THE CORNSTITUTION
A film and manifesto call for recognising
corn’s right of personhood and
biodiversity.

Anda Lupascu
Jan Christian Schulz
Matilde Stolfa
Monocultures are covering much of the
world’s arable land, posing a threat to biodiversity
and long-term environmental sustainability and
food security. Corn is globally one of the most
widely grown crops, dominated by a variety called
Yellow Dent #2. Highly bred and modified, Yellow
Dent #2 requires an enormous extraction of
resources to grow, is inefficient at feeding people,
and is mostly used for non-food products.
The Cornstitution speculates on affording corn the
legal rights of personhood. Its ten statutes demand
establishing a way of living with the plant that no
longer relies on exploitative monocultures. Instead,
a respectful and harmonious relationship with all
the diversities of corn is the first step in embracing
and nurturing a biodiverse planet.

ALGAE SOCIETY
Postcards paint the picture of a society,
economy and aesthetic based on
revaluing algae.

Martynas Gailiušas
Léa Cadieux-Mathieu
Lukas Völp
Algae Society proposes valuing kelp
differently, as an extraordinary organism. By
building on the potential of seaweed to absorb
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, an Algae
Society would be able to control the increase
in global temperature and regulate the impact
of climate change on crops around the world.
This would stress the importance of algae as the
cornerstone of a sustainable system, making it as
valuable as gold.
A series of postcards visualises what the world
would look like if algae were revalued. Hybrid
businesses and productions emerge, and share
knowledge of algae cultivation and technology.
New innovations, colours, patterns and aesthetics
are derived from algae’s influence. Algae money
replaces global currency and is based on the
seaweed quantities around the globe. Superfoods
based on algae provide nutrition for all.

BIOCOIN
A cryptocurrency based on the amount of
planetary biodiversity serves to rebalance
ecosystems, food shortages and social gaps.

Hyukjoon Choi
Lorenzo Vitagliano
Maxine Oosterholt
Agnieszka Cieszanowska
In this future scenario, a lack of natural
pollinators becomes a threat to the economy
and food security, causing a rise in food prices
and increased social disparity. Artificial solutions
to pollination are too expensive and not efficient
enough to replace diverse ecosystems. Pollinatorfriendly floral biodiversity becomes essential to the
global economy. Governments and corporations
propose new economic strategies to encourage
the increase of biodiversity in order to support
natural pollinators and restore ecosystems.
The BioCoin is a post-cryptocurrency introduced
as new liberal economic pattern. Its extraction
is based on the amount of biodiversity that is
cultivated. This data is obtained from satellites,
drones and ground-based vehicles and processed
by machine learning algorithms. By monitoring the
biomass in this way, an economy that is based on
balancing food shortages and reducing the social
gap emerges.
Read the publication here https://issuu.com/
agnieszkacieszanowska/docs/biocoin

ISLANDS IN THE MILK LAKE
Different storytelling devices show how
different incentives create different
scarcities.

Elisa Mirkil
Karma Hamed
Manuel Steitz
The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of
the European Union incentivises over-production.
The average Dutch dairy farmer relies on CAP
direct payments for 60% of their income, which is
determined by the size of their farm. Large farms
produce more milk than is needed by Europe,
which is then exported to countries in the Global
South, where cheap milk products prevent people
from making a livelihood from their own food and
agriculture produce.
Islands in the Milk Lake uses film to explore
the current situation, as well as an alternative
scenario in which the CAP incentivises small-scale
agriculture. A bird’s-eye-view visualizes the variety
of scales of the issue, and illustrative storytelling
renders systematic factors more tangible. What
emerges is that hunger is a feature of the status
quo, not an anomaly.

POST GROWTH PLEASURE
KITCHEN
A scenario exploring changing
consumption habits through positive
reinforcement.

Freja Nielsen
Teresa Fernández Pello
Marte van Haaster
Moe Asari
Post Growth Pleasure Kitchen explores
moving to a world with zero hunger through
behavioural shifts in consumption, rather than
systematic shifts in production. It proposes a
diet based on harmless-ness, and explores
pleasures other than growth and innovation, such
as connection and enjoyment. It uses positive
seduction and pleasure to motivate change, rather
than scare tactics or rule enforcement.
The project uses the modular 60x60 kitchen
as a framework to illustrate the opportunity for
slow transformation over time—from mindset,
habits and diet change, to new land use layout
and rewilding, eventually leading to a post-growth
pleasure lifestyle. The evolving modules of the
kitchen illustrate a societal shift in the way we
perceive growth and pleasure. This gradual change
from our current habits and associated aesthetics
are illustrated on an abstracted framework and
timeline.

GRASSROOT BRIDGES
An almanac developed for small farmers
to access information and community.

Matilde Brizzi
Metincan Güzel
Holly Krueger
Grassroot Bridges acknowledges the bridge
between global knowledge and local knowledge,
and seeks to inform, engage and inspire small
farmers. It believes that this kind of inclusion and
awareness about sustainable land management
can lead to a future in which the urgency of
hunger is shared. It presents a scenario in which
groups of people who need information and a
sense of belonging to a global community are
not marginalised. Grassroot Bridges comprises a
system of content for an almanac targeted at small
farmers, and an almanac foundation that develops,
edits and distributes the content through NGOs
established in rural areas.

Endnote
A student collective motivated by
understanding the ethical complexities
facing contemporary designers, design
institutions and the discipline itself,
Discomfort Dialogues is born.
The first day of a new trimester at the Design
Academy Eindhoven, and with it the kick-off of
an ambitious and exciting cross-departmental
assignment, took place on Monday 22 March 2021.
The assignment was based on the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goal #2: ‘Zero Hunger’.
It seemed to be quite an incredible opportunity
to work on such an important topic, especially
in the context of the Food Systems Summit
scheduled a few months later. On the one hand,
as mentioned by Design Academy Eindhoven
creative director Joseph Grima in his opening
address to the students and tutors, it was a unique
chance to confront our design methodologies
and approaches with the harsh reality of a ‘real
life’ social, economic and systemic challenge,
while remaining in a safe space. On the other, it
was something that would force us to position
ourselves as practitioners with regards to some
of the global challenges that our society is facing,
and find the role we might want (or not) to play in
them. Nonetheless, beyond positioning ourselves,
it seemed that such a challenge especially
called for our positioning as an institution and
for the collective body of the Design Academy
Eindhoven (directors, heads, tutors, instructors,
staff, and students all together) to align ourselves.
Instead, as the morning’s online program
proceeded to introduce the theme, some of the
proposed approaches, tones, and perspectives
felt ambiguous, raising uncomfortable questions
regarding design culture, education and the role of
the designer.
As a result of this preliminary ‘uncomfort’, a group
of students came together under the name of
Discomfort Dialogues. The aim was to open up a
space where the questions regarding positioning,
raised by both the presentations and the topic
itself, could be addressed, discussed, and
debated collectively. Through weekly dialogues
facilitated in a physical setting (as opposed to the
assignment in which everything happened online),
the focus started to resonate through larger
questions than those that first stemmed from the
assignment’s specificities. Questions on the role
of the institution, the rights of students to position
themselves, the problematic of visual approaches
and appropriations in ‘humanitarian’ design, and for
the most, the meaning of being a designer in the
now were addressed, through the weeks.
To start with, we wanted to address a discomfort
coming from what was felt as a solutionist tone
that ran as a red thread through the morning of
presentations. We definitely feel that design can be
a tool for systemic thinking, provoking actions, and
eventual impacts; but not always when it is asked
to come up with innovative objects. Even though
most tutors challenged this view with their Design
Studios, it seemed important to us to reflect on
the general discourse of the morning, which came
across to us as pragmatic, solutionist, technocratic,
and mostly embedded in a neo-colonial thinking.
It seemed to advocate for the production of
innovative ventures, without questioning the
motives of what drives such ideology. The ‘people
in need of help’ were strikingly absent in the
discussion, and so often evoked as ‘them’, ‘their
hunger’, ‘their lives’, ‘they need’, ‘they’ the ‘third
world’. The lack of contextualisation, both in
discourse and visuals, enhanced an otherness and
the othering through a European perspective, while
presumably being used to set us into a context,
without even specifying any precise geography. It
was a Western gaze that animated the discourse,
one that was willing to help at all costs in front of
the emergency felt by many. Yet, the reason why
this help was needed, and the possibility of its
causes originating in Western society were not
even mentioned. It was a discourse by ‘developed’
voices that seemed to know better, to know which
way the ‘developing’ voices should follow, whatever
responsibilities may the ‘developed’ countries
have in the construct and maintenance of the very
situation they claim to fight.
As students and practitioners, we felt discouraged
by a discourse that re-articulated the same
problematic worldviews that have been central
to the previous century, and which have already
started to be unpacked by scholars and social
movements over the course of the past decades
through decolonial and other critiques of
modernity, and movements like Black Lives Matter.
The presentations left us with the feeling of a loud
silence resonating. We felt the need for a more
critical overview, and in particular recognising the
extremely sensitive and colonial context of ‘ending
hunger’. As design practitioners, if we are to work
on such global issues, it seems necessary to
investigate the global ecosystem revolving around
this topic, without assuming that ‘a solution’ is only
to be found where the problem is the most visible.
In times where a decolonial approach is clearly
demonstrating how despite the dismantlement
of colonial empires, coloniality has endured in
Western cultures and institutions, it seemed
to us that our institution (the Design Academy
Eindhoven) could benefit from speaking about a
complex global issue such as hunger in a caring,
contextualised, and critical manner. By writing an
open letter to the Design Academy Eindhoven, we
hoped to open up a discussion to unpack these
problematic questions. Throughout the program
and our discussions, some of our initial concerns
were answered. Nonetheless, some of the more
fundamental issues remain:
• for designers to be equipped to understand
systemic issues and the ecosystems relating to
these.
• to dismantle how Western countries are
entangled in the construction and maintenance
of global hunger; to localise where the ‘change’
needs to be operated.
• to start a critical conversation about what we,
being situated within the Design Academy
Eindhoven, can actually contribute to, what it
will contribute to in return, and to whom it will
contribute.
It occurs to us that, if designers are expected
to take on bigger societal questions, the design
discipline needs to care more about how to do
design in a more fundamental manner. Caring
about the practices, about the field, its discourses,
its narratives, and in general about what it is that
design does and how it is done. This care, first and
foremost, needs to find its place in education, as it
is where the professional culture of design stems
from. For this reason, the open letter concluded
“with care, love, and consideration”:
“We hope that as you read this letter, you will
understand that our critique and our concerns
come from places of care both for our practice and
institute. We do not claim to hold answers, but we
do have questions. We would like to propose the
creation of a space where these can be addressed
so that it may feed our work along the coming
trimester, and possibly beyond. What space?
That is something to be defined collectively.
Nonetheless, if we are to take on such global and
institutional challenges, it seems to us that it should
be done in the most caring and careful manner,
at the risk of otherwise seeing such an ambitious
initiative be reduced into what may then seem as
gimmicks that exploit the issue at stake.”
The Discomfort Dialogues are still active. Among
the ten members that are still active, the focus
has shifted from the specific case of the ‘hunger’
assignment, and looks more into the continuation
and extension of its questions in the context of the
institution. We, the Discomfort Dialogues, are still
looking at how to facilitate spaces of togetherness
for addressing discomforts in the institution and
related to the design field.
With care, love, and consideration,
The Discomfort Dialogue Team
Franziska Bax
Maxime Benvenuto
Camille Guibaud
Lina von Jaruntowski
Eva Lotta Landskron
Pedro Lobo
Afonso de Matos
Vítor Serra
Emma Sfez
Oshin Siao Bhatt
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Hunger|Power

Bringing design perspectives
to the table.
It is not for a lack of global food production
that people go hungry every day. Historical and
contemporary geopolitical and economic factors
result in manufactured surpluses and scarcities.
Rather than rushing to sustain this system by
designing ways to farm or produce even more food
that doesn’t reach hungry people, what if design
analyses the Sustainable Development Goal of
Zero Hunger as a question of power and access?
How can design practices using image analysis,
data science, investigative reporting, speculative
fictioning, social media, archiving and eating
invite a different understanding and negotiation of
complex systems?
The exhibition shows a selection of projects that
emerged from the collaboration between the
Netherlands Food Partnership, MANN Design and
Design Academy Eindhoven Master students.
dutch design week
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The Plantation of the Mind

Afonso de Matos
Maxime Benvenuto
Michelle Lai
Yassine Ben Abdallah
Matters of Transparency

Amalia Shem Tov
Rebekka Jochem
Scales of Access

Valentin Patis
Hannah Kansy
Cocoa—A Blurry Metamorphosis

Franziska Bax
Jian-da Huang
Nikola Scheibe
The Great Standard

Gaia D’arrigo
Janfer Chung
Stefano Fusani
A Seat At The Table

Camila Capra Mesalles
Oshin Siao Bhatt
Vítor Ferreira Serra
The Cornstitution

Anda Lupascu
Mathilde Stolfa
Jan Christian Schulz
Islands in the Milk Lake

Elisa Mirkil
Karma Hamed
Manuel Steitz
People Food Systems

Arian Norton
Clément Toumire
Julien Chaintreau
Juliette Vandermosten
Kaijie Wei
Food Cosmos

Anna Perugini
John Carrillo
Louisa Wolf
Pedro Lobo
Colours of Hunger

Felix Bell
Nicholas Monro-Meares
Te-Yen Hsu
Yesum Yoon
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